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10 Abstract—A loud auditory stimulus (LAS) presented simul-

taneously with a visual imperative stimulus can reduce reac-

tion time (RT) by automatically triggering a movement

prepared in the brain and has been used to investigate a

movement preparation. It is still under debate whether or

not a response is prepared in advance in RT tasks involving

choice responses. The purpose of the present study was to

investigate the preparatory state of anticipatory postural

adjustments (APAs) during a choice reaction step initiation.

Thirteen young adults were asked to step forward in

response to a visual imperative stimulus in two choice step-

ping conditions: (i) the responding side is not known and

must be selected and (ii) the responding side is known but

whether to initiate or inhibit a step response must be

selected. LAS was presented randomly and simultaneously

with the visual imperative stimulus. LAS significantly

increased the occurrence rates of inappropriately initiated

APAs while reducing the RTs of correct and incorrect trials

in both task conditions, demonstrating that LAS triggered

the prepared APA automatically. This observation suggests

that APAs are prepared in advance and withheld from

release until the appropriate timing during a choice reaction

step initiation. The preparatory activity of APAs might be

modulated by the inhibitory activity required by the choice

tasks. The preparation strategy may be chosen for fast

responses and is judged most suitable to comply with the

tasks because inappropriately initiated APAs can be cor-

rected without making complete stepping errors. � 2016

IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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12INTRODUCTION

13Initiation of gait, the transition period from standing to

14walking, is a seemingly simple but challenging task. This

15process leads an individual to an unstable posture as

16she/he stands on a single leg while concurrently

17swinging the other leg forward to generate the

18momentum to take a step. The ability to initiate a step

19quickly and efficiently is a fundamental human skill

20required for maintaining an upright position and to avoid

21losing balance and falling. Indeed, recent evidence

22suggests that a slow stepping reaction time (RT) is

23related to future falls in the elderly (Lord and Fitzpatrick,

242001; Pijnappels et al., 2010).

25Anticipatory postural adjustments (APAs) that occur

26before the step initiation are the strategies to minimize the

27postural disturbances and maintain balance (Massion,

281992; Malouin and Richards, 2000; Kaminski and

29Simpkins, 2001; Timmann and Horak, 2001). APAs include

30consecutive muscle activations that generate a backward

31displacement of the center of pressure (COP) toward the

32swing leg, followed by a forward COP displacement toward

33the stance leg. This consecution of postural movements

34unloads the swing leg and creates the forces that propel

35the body mass into forward motion (Burleigh et al., 1994;

36Elble et al., 1994). Although the precise neural origin of

37APAgeneration is unknown, theyare known to becontrolled

38by subcortical mechanisms (Massion, 1992; Schepens and

39Drew, 2003, 2004) and canbemodulated by several cortical

40mechanisms (e.g., Tard et al., 2013, 2016).

41Recently, several studies have indicated that errors in

42the initial direction of weight transfer, known as APA

43errors, could occur when there is uncertainty regarding

44the direction of step initiation and that these may slow

45the stepping RT, conceivably increasing the risk of falls

46(e.g., Cohen et al., 2011). As the number of errors

47increases when performing a stimulus–response incom-

48patibility task, inhibitory control is related to APA errors

49(Sparto et al., 2013; Uemura et al., 2013; Watanabe

50et al., 2015). Likewise, in choice RT (CRT) tasks involving

51hand responses (e.g., button-push tasks), subthreshold

52electromyogram (EMG) activity of an incorrectly respond-

53ing hand muscle, known as partial errors, can be detected

54in trials where the incorrect EMG response precedes the

55execution of the correct response (e.g., Vidal et al., 2000;

56Burle et al., 2002, 2008; Masaki et al., 2012). Although

57these two types of errors seem similar in that neither of

58them is complete or overt, the error rates are quite differ-

59ent and generally more than two times higher in APA

60errors than in partial errors (e.g., Schreiber et al., 2011;
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61 Masaki et al., 2012; Uemura et al., 2013; Watanabe et al.,

62 2015). This observation led us to suspect that the differ-

63 ence in error rates is caused by pre-programing or prepa-

64 ration of APA. In other words, even though a required

65 stepping leg is not known in advance (i.e., a CRT task),

66 individuals are likely to prepare APA beforehand, with

67 the prepared APA required to be withheld or inhibited until

68 it needs to be released. Thus, disinhibition of the incorrect

69 APA preparation during the CRT task would make the

70 individuals more liable to APA errors.

71 The preparation of movements can be assessed using

72 a loud auditory stimulus (LAS). A number of studies have

73 reported, using a simple RT (SRT) paradigm in which the

74 appropriate response is known in advance and thus can

75 be fully prepared before the presentation of an

76 imperative stimulus, that the prepared movements,

77 stored in the subcortical region, are triggered

78 unintentionally by LAS at short latency (e.g., Carlsen

79 et al., 2004b). Based on an activation model, where a

80 movement is initiated when activation of neural network

81 responsible for the movement reaches a threshold

82 (Carpenter and Williams, 1995; Hanes and Schall,

83 1996), the neural activity develops over time during

84 preparation to a level below the movement threshold,

85 and LAS drives the already elevated neural activity

86 beyond the threshold, resulting in a dramatic reduction

87 of RT (Tresilian and Plooy, 2006; Marinovic et al., 2013,

88 2014). Accordingly, RT would indicate the time required

89 to reach the movement threshold from the preparatory

90 level (Maslovat et al., 2015). That means, when the

91 preparatory activity is higher, LAS triggers the prepared

92 movement with a shorter latency.

93 In contrast to SRT tasks, there have been

94 discrepancies in results regarding CRT tasks. Some

95 studies found that the response may be prepared in

96 advance (Kumru et al., 2006; Nijhuis et al., 2007;

97 Maslovat et al., 2011) while others did not (Carlsen et al.,

98 2004a, 2008). In the field of step initiation, it has been

99 shown that APAs are prepared in advance when stepping

100 leg is known beforehand (i.e., a SRT task) and possibly

101 even when the stepping leg selection is required (i.e., a

102 CRT task) (MacKinnon et al., 2007). However, as there

103 was an unequal probability of left and right responses

104 (i.e., there were more right responses) and EMG elec-

105 trodes were attached only to the right leg, a possible

106 response bias toward the right side was postulated by the

107 authors (MacKinnon et al., 2007). Thus, their study may

108 have unintentionally treated the CRT task as a SRT task,

109 and would, thus, not have been able to properly examine

110 the effects of response conflicts created by the choice task

111 on the APA preparation. Furthermore, the authors failed to

112 examine RTs for error trials, even though reduced RTs are

113 crucial not only in the correct trials but also in the incorrect

114 trials to conclude the preparation of a movement (Carlsen

115 et al., 2008). Surprisingly, no other studies have evaluated

116 the preparatory state during a choice reaction step initia-

117 tion, although Delval et al. (2012) extended the research

118 on simple step initiation and revealed possible modulation

119 of the APA initiation by the cortex.

120 In the present study, we examined using LAS whether

121 APAs are prepared during a choice reaction step initiation

122and how the inhibitory process contributes to APA

123initiation when the response requires a choice. We

124replicated the CRT study by MacKinnon et al. (2007) with-

125out the response bias and extended the data analysis to

126provide additional information. We further applied a differ-

127ent type of choice reaction step initiation task, namely, a

128go/no-go (GNG) task, in which the responding side is

129known but whether to initiate or inhibit a step response

130must be selected. Due to the advance information about

131the responding side, this task may be treated as a SRT

132task. At the same time, it involves the inhibition of a

133response, providing more pertinent information about the

134involvement of an inhibitory process in APA initiation. To

135compare our results with two previous studies

136(MacKinnon et al., 2007; Delval et al., 2012), we used

137the same intensity (115 dB) for LAS. We also focused

138specifically on the state of APA preparation and not on

139the effects of APA errors and LAS on the stepping perfor-

140mance, because these were clearly characterized in those

141and other previous studies (e.g., Cohen et al., 2011). We

142hypothesized that if an APA is prepared in advance and

143required to be inhibited from release until the response

144conflict is resolved during a choice reaction step initiation,

145then a LAS would trigger the prepared APA unintentionally

146and possibly inaccurately, increasing the rate of APA

147errors in the CRT task and inappropriate APA initiations

148in the no-go trials of the GNG task, shortening the latency

149of APA in both correct and incorrect trials.

150EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

151Participants

152Thirteen subjects (six males, seven females, mean age

153± SD= 22 ± 1.94) from Nagoya University School of

154Health Sciences and Graduate School of Medicine

155participated in this study. They had no reported history

156of hearing, neurological, or orthopedic disorders that

157could influence the balance function. All had normal or

158corrected-to-normal vision and were right-leg dominant.

159The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of

160Nagoya University, and written informed consent was

161obtained from each participant before participation.

162Protocol

163Participants with their feet bare maintained a stationary

164standing posture on a force plate. The initial standing

165position was the same for all participants; each foot was

166placed 5 cm apart from a centerline, vertical to the

167frontal plane, drawn on the force plate. The participants

168were instructed to step forward as quickly as possible in

169response to a visual imperative stimulus that appeared

170on a computer screen set just below eye level at a

171distance of 1.0 m from the participant. They stepped

172forward with the leg specified by the stimulus onto a

173wood plate placed right front of the force plate and

174brought the other leg alongside. LAS (1000 Hz, 115 dB)

175was also delivered randomly and simultaneously with

176the visual stimuli from two speakers set just behind the

177head of the participants; we told participants to ignore

178this. They were instructed to balance the weight of their
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